
How Does Product Value Influence Consumer Behavior?

Does the conversion rate change with the product value? The Oribi team has looked at three different categories: 

lower-priced products - below $100; medium-priced products - between $100 and $500; and high-end products - over $500.
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that the behavior of visitors who buy in 

the $100 range is very similar to visitors who buy products that 

cost over $500.

For products above $100, the conversion rate is around 1.4%. 

It’s interesting to see 

 The main difference here is in the percentage 

of visitors who start the buying process and add products to 

their cart. The lower conversion rate for Add to Cart signals that 

consumers of high-end products are more likely to give it a 

second thought.

Visitors are much more likely to start the 
buying process of lower priced products



It doesn’t come as a surprise that visitors are more likely to buy 

cheaper products - but by how much more? For low-priced 

products, about 2.3% of the website visitors end up buying.
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Read on to find out:


Rapid innovations and new technologies are paving the way for new 

products, new markets, and new business dimensions online. 

Competition in eCommerce is ever rising and it’s the right customer 

data that will separate the winners from the has-beens.





With the following insights, you’ll get a sense of where your 

eCommerce business stands and how to optimize it. Unlike other 

benchmarks that are based on surveys, Oribi’s eCommerce 

Benchmark Report looks into the real behavior of millions of users.



The Oribi team has aggregated and analyzed the data of over 5.2M 

visitors, buying 22,459 products in 204 online shops, to give you a 

clear picture of sales and consumer behavior in 4 different 

industries: Fashion, Lifestyle, Medical, and Wholesale. 



•    How many website visitors end up buying?


•    Where do online stores get their traffic from?


•    Which days are strongest for driving sales?


•    How does mobile usage influence the behavior of consumers?


•    What is considered a good visit-to-purchase rate?


5.2M

Visitors 

22,459

Products purchased 

204

Online Stores

51%
Of the visitors purchase on 
their first visit

Conversion rates differ by industry:


The Oribi team has aggregated and analyzed the data of over 5.2M visitors, buying 22,459 products in 204 online shops, to give you a clear 

picture of sales and consumer behavior in 4 different industries: Fashion, Lifestyle, Medical, and Wholesale.



Traffic, and along with it the conversion rate of Visit-to-Purchase, changes depending on the day of the week 

and whether it is a weekend or a weekday.

On Which Day Are Visitors Most 
Likely To Buy?


0.8%

Wholesale

11% of visitors

39% proceed 48% of those complete

In reality, most online shoppers don’t behave like this. Data shows 

that  add an item to their cart. Out of these, only 

 to checkout and  the checkout 

and purchase a product. Cart abandonment is a known issue for 

every online shop. It is mainly a consequence of how consumers 

browse online stores – window shopping, price comparison, or 

saving items for later.

While only a few visitors will actually end up buying something in 

your store, many more will start the buying process. The key to 

optimizing the conversion rate is understanding the sales funnel 

and learning when visitors usually drop out. The sales funnel 

illustrates the path your customers take to make a purchase. 

Ideally, that path looks something like this: a consumer visits your 

store, adds items to their cart, goes to “Check-out”, and then 

completes the purchase.

Complicated checkout processes (e.g. several steps, consumers 

need to create an account), unexpected extra costs (shipping, tax, 

etc.), or technical problems interrupt the sales flow and prevent 

prospects from buying.  

The purchase conversion rate changes between visitors coming 

from different channels and platforms, as well as according to the 

store’s average product cost. This report includes these 

benchmarks as well.


Sales By Day Of The Week
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Consumers shop more in the 
beginning of the week. Tuesday is the 
strongest day.

Consumers tend to buy most right after the 

weekend. Both the traffic and the 

Visit-to-Purchase conversion rates are highest 

on Mondays and Tuesdays, which leads to the 

highest number of sales.

Saturdays and Sundays bring 35% less traffic than 

weekdays for most online stores.



In general, traffic behaves similarly to the conversion 

rate. On Tuesdays, the average traffic to an online store 

is 14% higher than on other weekdays.


However, checkout abandonment is 10% higher than 

average on Tuesdays.



Even though the conversion rate does not differ 

between weekdays and weekends, the total number of 

conversions will probably be lower on weekends due to 

the drop in traffic.
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In correlation with sales, traffic peaks in the beginning of the week.
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Medical is the only industry 
that sees slightly higher 
conversion rates on weekends 
as opposed to weekdays.


Medical in particular drives 
conversions through paid search and 
direct. Social channels appear to be 

less important for this industry..
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Instagram, Facebook, Google, or your 
email newsletter?


With a variety of channels, allocating the monthly 

budget becomes a challenge. The Oribi team has 

also taken a look into the top channels for 

eCommerce and pinpointed the top performers - 

not only in terms of traffic, but also purchases. 

The following stats are based on First-Touch 

Attribution, meaning that the first marketing 

channel this visitor arrived from will be credited.





For example, if a certain visitor entered the store 

for the first time after viewing a Facebook ad, 

didn’t buy anything, and then entered again a few 

days later via Google organic and purchased, the 

purchase will be attributed to Facebook. This 

model credits a purchase to the marketing effort 

that drove the customer to the online store for the 

first time.

 50%Almost  of traffic is driven directly to online 

stores. Direct traffic can be the result of users 

who enter the site directly, through email 

marketing, or via links from mobile apps (to name 

just a few). In most cases, these are users who 

already know the store/brand well or were 

exposed to it on a different platform.





Consumers who arrive through Direct usually 

bring a strong brand awareness for the store, are 

often loyal customers who return regularly to 

purchase, or are visitors who have been 

retargeted by email marketing, such as cart 

abandonment strategies or discounts.

2%

Other main channels are Google paid (Adwords, 

display ads, and YouTube ads), Google organic, 

Facebook, and Instagram. It’s interesting to see 

that even with the rise of Instagram during the 

last couple of years, the traffic coming from





Google paid is higher, meaning that a larger 

portion of the marketing budget is allocated to 

Google. Another surprising finding is that 

Instagram (organic and paid) is responsible for 

less than  of traffic, even for fashion stores.
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% of all visits

As with most website flows, visitors to an online store are more 

likely to complete the funnel when they browse from desktop. 

This can be seen across industries and product values. While 

this is a well known fact, let’s dive into the interesting part: how 

much more likely are these visitors to purchase on desktop vs. 

on mobile?

The conversion rate from visitors to buyers on desktop is 2.7% 

while for mobile visitors it’s only 1.9%. This means that a 

‘desktop visitor’ is 50% more valuable. While the rate of people 

adding items to their cart does not differ between desktop and 

mobile, the rest of the funnel shows bigger gaps. Fewer visitors 

pass from the ‘add to cart’ stage to checkout, and out of the 

ones who do, even fewer complete the checkout process.

While the same amount of visitors start the checkout process, mobile visitors are less likely to complete it.

How Do Buying Patterns Change When 
Browsing From Mobile? 

huge gap in the 

conversion rate of visitors coming from social

Visitors coming from social channels have a very different mindset 

than users conducting a search query. When we compared the 

conversion rate of visitors to buyers by channel, Facebook and 

Instagram were at the bottom of the chart with a conversion rate far 

below the average. It’s intriguing to see that there’s a 

 according to the 

product price. For ‘cheap’ products, the conversion rate is 2.6%, which 

is above average. For more ‘expensive’ products (> $100) the 

conversion rate drops to 0.4%!



As Facebook and Instagram ads are on the rise, a new category of 

online shopping has emerged. Instead of intentional buying which 

used to be the primary buying pattern, today there are many more 

window shoppers - with Facebook leading the trend. You yourself 

might have come across a Facebook ad about an item you never 

intended to buy (and probably don’t need), and ended up buying it. I 

sure have, many times :) The ‘online window shopping’ works very well 

for low-cost products and has a minor impact on high-end products.
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Conversion Rate For High-End Products By Channel

In the Fashion industry, all pricing categories behave almost the same and the average conversion rate is 2% 
for both low-cost and high-cost items. Visitors are much more likely to add ‘cheap’ items to their carts, but 
less likely to complete the checkout process. For ‘expensive’ fashion items which cost over $100, it seems 
the visitors already know the brand, so when they pick an item, they’re much more likely to buy it.

Consumers prefer to buy from 
desktop across all product values


most exciting - and promising - optimization 

opportunities 

Completing the buying process for a high-end 

product is not trivial -- not on the technical side, 

of course, but rather on the psychological side. 

Browsing from desktop makes things easier…





While we see that across the board, for products 

of different costs, desktop converts better than 

mobile, for high-end products the gap is much 

bigger, with desktop visitors about 2.5% more 

likely to buy.





Keeping in mind that 75% of the traffic for these 

products comes from mobile, this is one of the 

found in this report.
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How Many Visits To 
The Site Does It Take 
For A Visitor To Buy?


It’s a well known fact that visiting a website once is not 
enough for some visitors. Many need to know the brand first, 
some think twice about whether to buy or not, and others 
might like your store but don’t need anything at the moment. 
But…how many times do they need to visit your site before 
buying? 1? 5? 10? More?


This section deals with the first purchase your visitors each 
made (rather than those of returning clients). How many 
visits does it take to make that first purchase?

Strong Calls to 
Action and compelling offers can help convert first-time 
visitors into customers.

Good news! More than half of the visitors don’t need too 
much convincing. 51% of online shoppers buy something the 
first time they’re in the store. This means that it’s important 
to guide visitors into your sales funnel early. 

 Almost 20% will buy on the second 
visit, 10% on the third, and the rest (20%) will need to visit 
your store more than 4 times, sometimes even 10 or more 
times, before they make their first purchase.
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Multiple channels - Do you need to attract returning visitors using different marketing channels?

Social traffic awakens on 
weekends



Google paid has the highest conversion rate


increases to 1.7% during the weekend.

Social traffic is opposite of the general 

trend. On weekends, traffic from Facebook 

and Instagram is up by 25%. As the traffic 

rises, so does the intent of visitors who 

come from these channels. While on 

weekdays 1.3% of visitors coming from a 

social channel end up buying, the rate 

Bringing traffic is only part of the hard work. Converting visitors into buyers is the 

key to building a successful store. Visitors from different channels behave 

differently as they come with different intent. While visitors from Google (organic 

or paid) arrive at your store after actively searching for something, visitors from 

social media usually have a much lower intent. The following benchmark will 

help you measure the quality of your traffic by different channels. If it’s below the 

average, try to test different targeting or messaging techniques. Out of the main 

channels, Google paid has the highest conversion rate of visitors to buyers with 

2.7%. Direct traffic, by nature, brings highly engaged consumers, with a 

conversion rate of 2.5%. Facebook converts only 1.5% of the visitors it brings 

and Instagram shows the lowest conversion rate at 0.8%.

For Lifestyle, Social Media brings more high quality traffic with 10% of visitors adding 
items to their cart, as opposed to Direct and Google (organic) with 7% of visitors.
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How Many Visitors to the Online 
Store End Up Buying?

1 out of 12 Visitors Add Items To Their Cart
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Which Channels Do Online Stores 
Get Their Traffic From?


Google drives 35% of the traffic 
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Social media converts best for 
lower-priced products


Following the low conversion rate of social media for high-end 

products, it only makes sense that Google paid has the highest 

conversion rate as it represents the opposite user flow - people who 

come with a very specific intent. If you were to buy a new TV, 

expensive headphones, or a new bicycle, you would probably look for a 

specific brand and model. Google ads gives the best answer there.

Google Paid Is The Leading Channel For High-End 
Products
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When I bought my first Mac, I walked into the Apple store at least 5 
times within 3 days until I made the final decision. It seems that the 
same pattern goes for online products as well. While for products that 
cost under $100, 55% of the visitors buy on the first visit, for online 
stores whose average product cost is over $100, only 28% of the visitors 
convert on their first visit - meaning that you need to have a better 
nurturing strategy and invest more in retargeting.

Surprisingly, a different trend is found for very high-end products that 
cost over $500. It seems that people who enter these websites know 
very well what they’re looking for and probably searched specifically 
for it.

50% of the visitors who purchase on your site do it on their first visit. 
But…50% need more visits to convert. And, in most cases, visitors who 
came to your website just once and didn’t buy, might have converted if 
you’d been able to bring them back to the store. There are lots of 
advanced methods for bringing users back to your website - retargeting, 
email marketing, targeting the same audience on multiple channels, and 
more. Let’s see how it works:





out of the 50% of visitors who didn’t purchase on the first visit, 40% 
arrived to the online store from different channels. For example, visitors 
who searched for something on Google, got to the store, didn’t buy, were 
retargeted on Facebook, entered the store, and then purchased. So, out 
of the overall number of buyers, 20% were attracted to the website using 
different channels before performing their first purchase.

When it comes to high end products, people need much more visits to the site.
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What makes online stores convert 
much more visitors to buyers? 


Appendix

When analyzing the data for this report, we found 

big differences in conversion rates from visitors to 

purchase. Some stores get up to 5% while others 

barely reach 1%. It might not sound like such a big 

gap, but it means that the revenue of store A is 5X 

the revenue of store B, while they have the same 

amount of visitors!

This can be due to a variety of parameters, such 

as the pricing, the brand, the quality of visitors to 

the store, or the popularity of the products. But 

there are also factors which can drive sales for 

any online store.

To uncover the secret of successful online stores, 

we carefully chose high converting and low 

converting sites with similar products and traffic 

sources, and analyzed the reasons for major gaps 

in the conversion rate.

Key 
Takeaway

Use one main call-to-action button that is dominant on your homepage, clearly states the action you want 
your visitors to take, and links straight to the key page.

Using one clear Call-to-action 

A call-to-action (CTA) prompts your visitors to take a certain action. It’s usually the main button on the website, which directs visitors to 

the main action. This is the very first thing that popped up when comparing between the top converting stores and those with the below 

average conversion rates. 

On stores with a low conversion rate we saw the opposite: There were 

a few call-to-actions, directing to different actions. The main 

call-to-action wasn’t highlighted and in some cases wasn’t part of the 

homepage at all. Instead, visitors had to click on the product of the 

top menu in order to navigate.

The top converting stores have a very clear call to action: 



The button is big and highlighted


The text on the button is simple and indicates the action. 

For example: Shop Now, Redeem Your Discount, etc. 


There’s only one main call to action

•  

•  

•  

Key 
Takeaway

Keep your homepage clean, compelling and with strong visuals. Stay away from using too many 
distractions, like popups, help chat, and badges.

Embrace white space and great visuals 

Great design and UX can make a big difference. Clearly, this is true for eCommerce businesses. Across every successful online store, 

we’ve found strong, high quality visuals and a clean design.

The majority of low-performing stores, on the contrary, had an almost 

intimidating amount of content on the homepage.

The homepage is there to build trust and make visitors want to see 

more. Above all, it should be clean, simple to navigate, and attractive. 

Too many popups, badges, and help chats distract instead of inviting 

the visitor to browse.

Another way successful eCommerce businesses utilize the homepage 

to push sales is with the bar above the header menu. It can 

communicate free shipping, new items added, a special sale, or even 

communicate a good cause that is supported with every purchase.

Key 
Takeaway

Remove any barriers (unnecessary form fields, account creation) from your checkout process and avoid 
adding costs after the customer starts the checkout process.

Optimize your checkout steps and use as little as possible 

The purchase funnel has multiple steps by nature: Product Page, Add to Cart, Checkout, Checkout Complete. The more simple you can 

keep this flow, the more people will complete the funnel.

In less successful stores, the checkout process tends to be much 

more complex. Customers need to create an account or fill in 
endless forms.

Another issue seen in low-performing stores is the late 

communication down the funnel of additional costs, such as Shipping, 

tax, etc.. From our research, it seems like visitors are much more 

tolerant for additional costs, if communicated upfront. The drop rate 

appears to be higher, if additional cost only appears at the end of the 

checkout. Shops that are not fully transparent risk higher checkout 

abandonment rates of disappointed customers.

Successful stores have a maximum of 4 steps, only include the 

minimum fields within the form and no additional barriers, such as 

creating an account or hidden costs.

Marketing Analytics for eCommerce
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on Tuesdays 

are around 2.5%, they drop to 2.1% on 

weekends.

As the week progresses, fewer visitors buy. 

While the average conversion rates 

 This means that, while 25 out of 1000 

visitors will end up buying something on a 

Tuesday, only 21 out of 1000 will buy something 

on the weekend.
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Know where YOUR website stands compared to the benchmark
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strongly 
depends on the industry,

Tuesday top converting day,

The average visit-to-purchase conversion rate 
 with Lifestyle showing the 

highest and Wholesale the lowest conversion rate. 
Across industries,  is the  
while weekends convert lowest.

Optimizing your store for 
mobile devices is a huge opportunity to drive sales.

Everything is turning to mobile. The majority of visitors 
are browsing from a mobile device today. However, 
many checkout processes are not fully optimized for 
mobile, yet. Most customers still prefer to complete the 
purchase from desktop. 

campaigns show the highest conversion 
rate across all channels. Facebook and Instagram bring 
much less intentful online shoppers.

Google paid 

multiple visitsMost customers need  before buying a 
product between $100 and $500, while for cheaper or 
more expensive products, the majority buy on the 
first visit.
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Conclusion

Know where YOUR website stands compared to the benchmark
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